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I INTPODUCTIoN

Summary

Tho problem investi!,eted was how to develop under-
standing of mnjor twentieth century musical styles and
comrositional terthnic;ues in junior school gonoral
music classes. Aspects of this rroblem included: (1) how
to use student interc: in eortemporery popvl&r music as
an apperceptive baso--ns a stepping stone to learning about
the msjor musical styles of our century, and (2) how to
orrange the sequence for units-of-study on those styles.

Action research was conducted in urban junior high
schools over a two-year period, The researcher observed
student interest in end knowlodfro about twentieth century
music. Sianificnnt findinrs more used in planning the
seQuence for units-of-study. To create the units, addition-
al procedures involved: (t.) consulting and synthesizing
literature on twentieth century music and recent trends in
mutts education, (b) developing criteria for selecting
musical compositions, (c) selecting, repertory, (d) de-
velopinr tenching streteries, and (0) planning classroom
eveluation materials.

Teenrwrs were found etToble of describinr and
analyzinA the music of thoil, own time. They could rive
descrirtions of the styles known as rock, soul, and pop.
Mrny students were able to doscrite East Indian in-
struments and ways of playing. Others provided detail
about such jazz styles as rar;tine and the blues. Some
students hsd read extensively on computer music end
synthesizers,

Aside from popu:'.ar music--namely rock end soul- -

students 1,ore most responsive to electronic music and
compositions which reflect the influence or electronic
music; many wore quite receptive to nJn-Y.estern rhythms
erd musical concepts, Among their repertory f)f favorite
songs were those which employed chanting and irregular
meters,



Seventh-graders enjoyed env:Tine in "oeflynitions"
of major twentieth century styles and comr,onitions3 tech-
niques, about which they had little or no knowledge. This
served as en excellent prelude to a more serious study of
those styles and techniques. Similrly, interest in pro-
gressive-rock could be used as a prelude to leerning about
electronic music; int:Prost in soul could bo used as a
prelude to looming about gospel singing.

The sequence decided upon, for the units-of-study,
U8s et follows: Tho initial units dealt with what tee:wears
know musically, rock, pop, soul, e:Loctronic music end fuzz.

unit on African and non-Viostern MUNie followed. The next
series of units don't with nerly twentieth century styles
such as Impressionism, Expre ssi oni sm, Barbarism, Trenscon-
denteliam, and Dsdeirmrtyles nore mooved from teenagers'
perceptive beckgrounds. Nevertheless, tho surgested
approach was the same: to draw upon student experiences
with ccwpositions that reflect the influence of tiles() styles.
(For example, a recent album by the populer instrumental
ensemble Blood, Swett & Tears contains a version of Erik
Satie's Gymnoptdies. This is an excellent point of departure
for studying Impressionisv,)

Suggestions were :aide for eliciting student descrip-
tions of the inusical elements cont4,ined In fevorite
recordings, and then motivating students to inquire eoout
tho beckgrounds of favorite "tunes," "beats," or "souncs."
Pupil interest in LorMonies or orchestrations could lead
them to investigete music of the pest in which a particular
work is rooted, or with which it shares a Comnon bond.

The study resulted in an overview and cad() for
toaches of reneral music. The guide, containing units on
twentieth century music, included objectives, yrotests,
analyses, meterisls, end stretesies for develaeint conceptual
understanding, of modern musicel wmpositions. Additional
evaluation setorials wore included. The study sought to
improve instructional practice by denonstratiw the value
of commencement with the present, and of empleyine rather
than disregsrdine student interest in current :Aisle.
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Backvround fo. the StEply

Modern composers, such PS CopllInd, had often ex-
pressed concern for the limited emphasis riven to twen-
tieth cetltury music in the concert hulls And in our
Schools. I From time to time books hod Appeared vhich
ecknowledr,ed the need, end contributed Woos for teething
twentieth century music And musicel cocorts.2 Federal
funds, hen meth, possible the Yale Seminar, which
ennhesi7.ed the noel for hreadenitir the school music
repertory to include more tvientleth century and non-
W-stern compositions; it Also rrecipitated a more wise -
spread r nconcern fo this isuo umonr music educators.

The Yale Seminar inO.uded cont(!rTorry composers
as well as music educators; they suuestod an increvsed
presence of composels in the schools. Soon the Contem-
perary V11310 project was formed; it consolidated 1.7.1rVLWS,
elreac:y in existence since ltlb2, to place composers-in-
residence in selool situeciens. Ford Foundation funds
and affiliation with the Music Lductitors Notional Con-
ference facilitated the croution of imrortent pilot pro-
jocts.4

The pilot projects resulted in throo valuable
docurrwts: the first included ditoussion of the need to
equip future teachers with skills necessary for effectively
deal with twentieth century music; the second described

litoron Conlend, popind on Vusic (Now York: Double-
day and Company, 47 67-6,

2Hens Tischler, The Perceptive 1:usic Hatcher
(Englewood Cliffs: PrentThrlell, 10;5T717.2I-i, 66, 276,
M6, 365; Grosvenor Cooper, Learnir.- Listen--A V.ardbok
of Music (The University of UFM7F5-Pross, 190); nTET77-
N.Jodos, ed., Uducation in talon (Boston: ialyn and
flaccn Inc., 1960) , pp.120, 127-5677ST:45.

Gleude V. Deli son, ed., LT4ic in Our Sectols--
Search for Improver (Weshinrtont U.S, DeparCehnt oft

nWITTIEauctition and V.elfere, vE-..'530331 1061, No.26).

4 The an Diego, beltinore, Fermiardele, krlinrton,
and Eenninrton pilot projects.

-3-



receptivity encountered when exposinr children to modern
music, and other results of oxperimonts; the third con-
teined referenceq to now compositions written oxpocially
for the schools. 1

One pilot project, in San Diego, included a seminar
for its teachers. As a participant in tho seminar,
Archibeque acquired concern for the limited omphesis given
to contemporary music in most elementary end junior high
schools. She conducted a study, and in her report called
it imperative that music educaltors turn to modern music
for new methods and materials.'4

Archibeque founl that students in the seventh grade
seemed to prefer contemporary music to that of earlier
periods. This finding supports the argument that there is
no reason why we should not use positive responses'to our
advanter'o and commence instruction in seventh grade music
classes with contemporary music, Yet Archibequels con-
clusions wore bosed on a twc-part quistionnaire for which
the reliability end validity were unknovin; cold only six
compositions in all were pinyed for the pilot and control
groups. Perhaps Archibeque should not have emphasized
statistical inference in her report, end greeter emphasis
should have been placed on the nature of student under-
standings and perceptions,.

Archibeque stated that she had desirned nine
questions to determine student understandinr of form,
rhythm, melody, }lemony, and mood; but she did not present
nor discuss them in her report, Moreover, the questions
were said to be appropriate for the level of seventh-
grade students and desimed to promote understanding of
and appreciation for contemporary music. The availability
of such questions, through presentation and detailed dis-
cussion, could be a valuable contribution to the field of

'The Contemporary Lusic Project for Creativity in
Music Education, Comprehensive MusicionMlip; Experiments
in Musical Creativity.; and Center, ornry Music far Schools
Wihington: Eusic Educators Not ona Conference, 1966
and 1960,

2Cherlene Pullin Archibeque, "Developing a Taste
for Contemporary ItAlsic," Journal of Resenrch in W.usic
Education, XIV, 2 (196G), 142-47.

04.



music education. They might be of interest to other
junior high school teachers, who could use them for action
research in their own clussrooms, Thus other teachers
could test the questions' ability to promote lc:met:ending
of ird appreciation for contemporary music.

Greater detail on the San Diepo pilot project and
the Jccompanying seminar for teachers--of which Archibeque
was a member--is aveiloble in Bxneriments in ::Jusical
Creativity; there is both on overview of twentieth century
ran s anal comnositionol techniques, end accompanying lists

of compositions employing them. But often it is not
sufficiently correct; the first important use of rhythm as
A structural element may have been in Bortok's Allegro
Barbaro rather than in Stravinsky's Le Secre du Printemrs.1
It is not sufficently current; in the lust three yours
thorn have been many good "rock" compositions that do employ
unusual and chanring meter,2 and which could be at least
temporary additions to the general music listening reper-
tory. land finally, it is not detailed enuurh for a
teacher who is insufficiently trained in twentieth century
music, or who did not participate in a seminar such as the
0110 in Son Diego, There ore not enough examples of class-
room pretests or exainations, although the Baltimore
PPoject's Seminar pr:)vided "auidelines for eveluntion,"°
and all thn rrojeet reports related informal, anecdotal,
evaluative statements by teachers.

There is additional need for more detailed materials
end techniques, for keyboard experiences, for worlt with
easy-to-play clnsroom instruments, end for work with
difficult clAldren.

The San Diego Yrojsct hoport described a junior high
school class-in the cipt projectas "with a below AVAIWO
socio-economic level," although it was said that "ap-
proaches need to be edayted to the background of the croup,''
no special techniques wore described, There is need fer on
approach that le particularly appropritte for urban schools
AS Well as the junior high school are group in general,
There is a need to study actual student perceptions of
twentieth century music in different schools, There is
wide range of differing attitudes among, children which
sample lesson plans must take into account.

1Thc Contemportry Music Froject, up. Cit., P. 32.

2Ibld., p.33. 31_Id., p. 19.
4
11)14., P. 44.



The Yornyak Study erns a comprehensive investi-
gation of student attitudes toward contemporary Ameri-
can music; but perhaps it shares a common fault with
Archiboqueis study. In attempting to obtain statisti-
cal inference, other more valuable tasks may have boon
overlooked. Two such tasks are the preparation of ed-
ucational materials and the careful,exnmination of
twentieth century musical concepts.'

In the Rornyek study, several possibly erroneous
concepts were perpetuated or left unscrutinizod. In one
such instence it WAS concluded that confusion existed in
the minds of some students as to the difference between
disjunct melodic lines and conjunct melodic lines with a
dissonant harmonic texture. Disjunct melodic lines can
exist within simple triadic hermory. Vaint i3 the precise
moaning of "harmonic textureY Was homophonic texture
meant? No provision was nude for changing concepts of
dissonance.

This confusion of dissonance, harmony, and texture
seems to indicate the problem of inadequate and insuffi-
cient tosching materiels dealing with twentieth century
musical concepts. Student confusion among musical con-
cepts may be attributed to the terminology within the
questionnaires that were used in HornyakIs investiLation.
Perhaps the study should not have relied so heavily on
Kate Hevnerts test items, which can stand revision and
updating.

Additional criticism of the Archiboque end Bornysk
studies can be obteined by drswing upon the thinking of
Bennett Reimer. He seriously questioned the validity end
usefulness of studios of musical testes, preferences, or
relationships among attitudes, preferences, and varying
mental ebilities.2

1Robert Lornyak, An Analysis of Student Attitudes
Toward leallummx AmerVenIusioWsETTIggi b.c.: u..
Offer of Education, -717WI Report BR r-8288 A, lid. 010-41;
Summary Report BR 5-8288 B, Ed. 010-414).

2Bennett Reimer, "Effects of Eusic Educetiont Impli-
cations From a Review of Research," forsectivos in ItAlsie
Education, Source Book MI Bonnie C. "owe'
ton D.C.:Music Educators Uational Conference, 1966), 487.



To the kno.,e of the researcher there his been
no overview and se,Aential plan, specifically for junior
high school, aimed at developing understanding of twen-
tieth century compositions representing the major compo-
sitional techniques and trends of he century by proceed-
ing from the known to the unknown. There are numerous
dissertations on extremely delimited aspects of modern
music.2 Jones° prepared a glossory and coston4 developed
a sourcebook for college teachers. Sessions5 dealt with
elementary school. Jarrett6 limited his project to junior
high school but studied the' development of musicality
rather than the understanding of specific compositions
and trends. Marsh7 focused on understanding music through
the use of contemporary music rather than the understand-
ing of contemporary music itself. Alper's report8 con-
centrated on the musically talented child rather than on
a general music situation. Glenn's project` was in the
area of high school and was not limited to twentieth cen-
tury music

'Searches were conducted by "Datrix" (Xerox division
of University Microfilm) and the Phi Delta Kappa hesearch
Service Center.

2
Helen Hewitt, "Supplement to Doctoral Dissertations

in Musicology," Journal of the American Musioological
Society, XX-3 (Fall 1967T7 Tp.460-63.

3hobert Carroll Jones, A Glossary of Theoretical
Terms Used in Selected Writings in English About Twentieth
Century lusic, University of Iowa, 1965.

4Evelyn Coston, Listening to Modern Music: A Sonrcebook
for the College Teacher, Columbia University, 1964.

5Boger Sessions, An Enlarged Music Repertory for
Kindergarten Through Grade Six 0.S.Office of Education,
July 1964 -- December 1966).

6
James L. Jarrett, A Study of the Development of Musi-

cality in the Junior High School and the Contribution of
N.us cal Comnosition to this Develonm&Ff(UM.Office of-ndu-
cation, July 1965 -- June 1967) .

7Mary Val Marsh, Develoning Musicel Understanding
Through Contemporary Yusic (Mimeo, A heport to the Contempor-
ary iWsic Project, 1964 T:

8
Herbert Alper, To Demonstrate A Type of Teaching That

VAll Stimulate the Creative Process in iusically Talented
Children (kimeo, A heport on the Varmingdale Project, 1964).

9Neal E. Glenn, The Develonment of Content and t.aterisls
for a Eusic Literature Course in the senior Ligh School (U.S.
=ice of Education, July 1965 --7-ATIgirsT-11766).
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The Present Study

This study recognizes the need to deal with a
variety of twentieth century compositions in junior
high school general music classes, and agrees that
lack of emphasis on twentieth century music as well
as insufficient teacher knowledge of it is a serious
problem.

Traditionally, teachers have disregarded student
interest in current music. Instead, this intrinsic
motivation should be used as a stepping stone to the
past. A class should proceed toward the goal of under-
standing twentieth century musical trends and compositions
by first listening to, describing, and analyzing the
current music that has emerged from those trends° In
junior high school, a chronological approach is inappro-
priate and problematical.

These problems may be reconciled by creation of
methods and materials that applies the principle of "from
the known to the unknown," aiAl by creation of a guide
containing analyses and teaching strategies for selected
representative twentieth century compositions.

'Disregard for student interest in current music
seems inconsistent with the writings of noted educational
philosophers. housseau was concerned with a child-centered
school. Pestoloze sal.. education in terms of student needs
and the "doctrine of interest." Froebel emphasized respect
for the child's individuality. Dewey favored the attain-
ment of ends which had a direct vital appeal to the learner,
and emphasis on the present rather than the future life.
Kilpatrick saw pupil purposes as the key to pupil learning.
Gores, with the recent respect for the world of the child,
maintained that "everybody must learn from everybody."'

The following argument seems consistent with Bruner's
philosophy. There is evidence that music of the Beatles,

1Robert W. Richey, An Introduction to Education
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1968) ; harold B. Gores, "The big
Change" (An address delivered to the iiew York State School
Boards Association, December 1962).

-8-



Burt Dacharach, Jim ',ebb, Andre Proving and others, is of
good quality--as well as beinfr,part of the teenagers'
"immediately present reolity."1 Use of Beetle and other
such compositions may have value in teaching the structure
of music, or in developing motivation to study musicsl
concepts; to help teach the structure of the subject they
should be analy4ed and unasented to students.

The purposes of this study are as follows: first, to
contribute to the expansion of the junior high school music
curriculum and its repertory of twentieth century com-
positions (in this respect ii reset:11)1es the Sen Dieeo P100-
jectis purpose of locating contemporary music suitable
for teaching children with varying spans of attention and
developing approaches for prespnting these materials in
typical classroom situetions);e3 second, to examine teenage
perception of contemporary music, and then using this
perception as the basis for sequential units-of-study on
major twentieth century styles and compositional techniques.

{another purpose of this study is to examine recent
emphases in music education. The problem of how to teach
twentieth century music cannot be divorced totally from the
problem of how to teach any kind of music in the classroom.
Do you stress perforwance? Do you stress listening? Do
you teach skills? Or do you develop understandings?

The researcher had pondered )ther questions before
embarking upon this study: (1) What are the advantages of
"exploration and discovery?" (2) Pow does one use the
"discovery method?" (3) Does a child learn a concept all
at once, suddenly getting the gestalt, or does ho learn
concepts through various experiences which may or may not
include discussion?

These issues are common to all music teaching.
Music educators since Mursell have dealt with them, and
with the question, what are the aims of music education
and how should music be taught? Such issues are a back-
drop, neainst which the more suecific problems of teaching
twentieth century music in junior hIjh school general
music classes must be viewed.

1Jerome S. Bruner, The Process of Education
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1960), p.3?,

?Experiments in tlusical Creativity., Op. Cit., p.30.
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Methods

The procedures of this study involved consultation
of literature on twentieth century music and on music
education, action research in junior high schools, the
development of criteria for sel ecting musical compositions,
the selection end analysis of these compositions, the
creation of teaching strategies, and the formulation of
evaluative devices.

Among the books and articles consulted were those
deslinp., with (1) twentieth century musical trends ana
compositional techniques, and (2) recent emphases in music
education such as "conceptual learning"' and "perceptive
listening."

From the literature consulted, descriptions of
major twentieth century musical trends and compositional
techniques were synthesized, which were felt to be appro-
priate for use with junior high school students. Action
research with students was also helpful in preparing these
descriptions, and in preparing definitionsa

Criteria were developed for selecting twentieth
century compositions, us follows:

(1) representation of major twentieth century
styles such as Expres::ionism, Barbarism,
Impressionism, Neoclassicism, and jazz,

(2) representation of major twentieth century
compositional techniques such as twelve-tone
or aleatoric techniques,

(3) representation of major twentieth century
new media such as tape, amplified instrumnts,
and synthesizers,

(4) representation of contemporary use of such
non-estern instruments es the sitar)

1
Charles L. Gary, od., Yusic in the Elementary_

School--A Conceptual Approach (WashiEr;ton D777-1dISIC
ETIUCTITors National Conference, 1967): 2Howard Bofsky
and Joanne Shapiro BE,mberger, The Art of Listeninv:
Develoninp u61cal lerception New York 7 harper and how,

-10-



(5) representation of a variety of forms, modes,
instrumentation, and rhythmic concepLion,

(6) appropriateness for use in junior high school
general music classes with reference to length,
complexity, variety of mood, and variety of
subject matter,

(7) availability of recordings or tepes,

Co.o;rossitions were then selected according to the
above oriterie and analyzed as to their content. Par-
ticular emrhasis WPS placed upon those aspects of their
content that reflected the uniqueness of twentieth century
music, For examtle, such factors as changing meters, neo-
modality, and parallel harmonic motion were given particular
attention,

Materials rnd teaching strategies for the junior
high school general nusic teacher were developed in the
areas of listening, singing, and notating. Keyboard
experiences and work with classroom instruments were also
suggested, Wherever possible, teaching strategies were
related to srecific compositions, und an atteatpt was made
to draw upon the perceptive background of teenagers,

Classroom evaluative materials were developed such
as objectives and pretests, Some sample essay, matching,
short-answer, multiple-choice, and fill-in questions wore
prepared; not for all the units-of-study however.

The final rrocedures involved the assembly of all
the teaching Ind evaluating materials into an overview
and guide for teachers in general music classrooms. The
guide contained units-of-study on major twentieth century
musical styles, trends, and mmoositional techniques. Each
unit usually contained objectives, a pretest, discussion of
the particular styles or compositional techniques, a sample
analysis, and suggested activities for developing, under-
standing of the style or technique.

A forward Was prepared to accompany the guide, that
contained the suggested approach of harnessing students'
natural interest in the music of our time, and contained
additional discussion of preparing objectives for junior
high school general music classes.



Some additional explanation of the action research
conducted is necessary. It was not a statistical study.
In the main, there were no control groups or experimental
groups, no questionaires. The procedures used primarily
were observation, and collection of data from student
discussions and reports.

The researcher worked in five different New York
City junior high schools and intermediate schools, over
a two-year period. One of the schools was in a "ghetto"
area. Approximately two-thousand students in all wero
worked with at various different times, including white,
black, and Puerto Rican students.

The intelligence levels of the students were
varied. The classes--as frequently categorized by the
exponent designating the class, such as 7spl or 712--
included bright, average, and dull youngsters.

Details on some minor aspects of procedure--such
as specific classwork with twentieth century music and
musical concepts, including keyboard experiences--will
be discussed under Findings; such details will be more
meaningful when immediately followed by data.

-12-



II - FINDAGS

There Were two types of findings in this study,
The first resulted from action research into teenage
perception of twentieth century music, and constitutes
the original data. The second type of finding resulted
from examining literature on twentieth century music and
music eduation.

Teenage Perception of Twentieth Century .usic

Working with urban junior high students over a two
year period, data were collected from student discussions
and reports. The discussions and reports wore in response
to the question "how dues twentieth century music differ
from the music of previous eras?" No attempt was made to
rigorously select or match students. Rather, us m&-ny
different students as possible were questioned in order to
obtain data that were felt to be significant.

Significant findings fell into five main areas:
(1) amplified, electronic, and computer music, (2) Indian
music, (3) African and other non-estern music, (4) rock,
rock'n1 roll, and soul, and (5) jazz.

Amplified, Electronic, and Computer Music

When asked about ways in which twentieth century
music differs from that of Previous erns, many students
cited amplification, electronics, or tape. One of the
more outstanding essays submitted was by a ninth-grade
youngster in a Earlem junior high school. It was entitled
"The Difference Between Psychedelic, Computer, and Ampli-
fied Music." Despite obvious grammatical errors, the
essay provided valuable insight into how some students
perceive contemporary music.

The "sound of today," for example, was described as
" "easily distinguished by being similar in a way the music
is made from mostly electric power." Within an elaborate
discussion, psychedelic music was characterized as "being

more than just amplified," "capable' of being the loudest
sounds you ever heard," and "music in which the peat is
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constantly changinv from slow to flowing, to moderate, to
fast." Comruter music was in Part described La not made by
any instrument; having its own melody, harmony, and rhythm;
having Its own effects like echJe or vibrations overlapping:
the sound; and whet the "today" sound will he in the twenty-
first century.

Indian Music

Many students discussed Indian music as a recent
influence upon rock and pop (see Table 1). The students
meant the music of India, and did not confuse it with
American Indian music, as students used to. In their dis-
cussions, students wore able to identify the sitar, the
dilruba, the table, and other Indian instruments. Details
about the sitar, the students related, were available to
them on record jackets and in their favorite magazines.
They described the sitar's shape, tonal quality, and number
of strings; they disaassed the difficulty for some lesterners
to appreciate it because of it:sounding off-key or off-pitch
to them. Some students knew what a raffia was; others
described the influence of such Indian musicians as Ravi
Shankar and Alla hakha.

Table 1. Singing Groups, Performers,
Recorlinrs 'Mich Used Indian Instruments.

and Popular

Group Performer Record Instrument

The Beatles George Rubber Soul Sitar
Harrison

The Rolling Brian Jones Paint it Black Sitar
Stones

The Lemon Green Sitar and
Pipers Tambourine, & Tabla

Jelly junale

The Box Tops Vincent Bell Cry Like a Electric
Sitarkaia

The Rascals Once Upon a Sitar, 'labia
and TambourDream, &

Sattva
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African and non - '',astern Nusic

In addition to the eastern Indian influence, many
students were keenly aware of bfrican and other non-
Western influences upon current popular music and jazz.
Names frequently monLioned were Ulatunji, heruie ii.ann, and
Munro Santamaria. *Some yOungsters knee; that horbie Lann
played assorted flutes from Africa and South I erica; still
others discussed the combined Lfricon and Central American
influences on V.ongo Sentamaria.

One girl discussed end described the Rusaian
balalaika. As she did not know of particular "pop" re-
cordinrs which employed this instrument, she and the re-
searcher talked about how it could be used in contemporary
popular or "folk-like music. This, of course, was before
the Beatles' hit recording Those Were the Days.

Rock'n1 Roll, lock, and Soul

Among the more frequent answers to the question of
how twentieth century music differs from music of previous
ears were: (a) the "rock" beet; (b) "we have rock'n' roll";
and (c) our music is more "soulful."

Different kinds of rock were described, such as
psychedelic-rock, acid-rock, progressive rock, philosophy-
rock, jazz-rock, and folk-rock. The common denominator of
the above was sdid to be "the beat." So-called "latin"
music was often included as part of "soul." And rockIn'
roll was often used as a catch-all phrase for pop, rock,
and soul--even though there are differences.

Soulaccording to some students -- included "black-
music," rhythmin, blues," "rock'nt roll," some gospel
singing, and even some latin-American music. kany students
said that "in soul the beet is heavier"--the expression
"heavier" being a recent slang term for anything believed
to have a lot of feeling.

Anything which has a lot of feeling, provided it
has the right kind of feeling, was said to be "soulful."
One pupil interviewed said that: "it is music which gets
next to you, that's what soul is." Soul, explained
another youngster, was "a song at a pace which makes a
person feel like they are (sic) at the studio in which the
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record is being played; it makes a person feel cool and
relaxed." Other students, however, said the opposite; that
"soulful" records "work you up" and bring out your feelings.

There is "white-soul" too, revealed some of the
students--and records which have the approved-of intensity
and warmth of feeling are said to be made by "blue-eyed-
soul-brothers." In less sophisticated terms, these per-
formers wore said to feol more deeply, so as to equal the
ability to "feel" which black people in the United States
have,

Rock was said to differ from other types of "pop" in:
(a) the strength of the "heat"; (b) the volume at which the
music is performed; (c) the use of noise and "fuzz"; (d) the
frequent use of electronics and different (meaning exotic)
instruments; and (e) the topics of the sonr,s, which often
deal with protest as well as with love,

Jazz

Several bright students, in an eighth-grade class in
one junior high school, traced the history of jazz- -from
ragtime and the blues, through complex compositions by Dave
Brubeck--using recorded examples of Scott Joplin, Bessie
Smith, Louie Armstrong, Duke Ellinl ton, Dizzie Gillespie,
and Stan Getz. They even discussed recent releases by Cecil
Taylor and Charlie Y.ingus.

Other students, in a different junior high school,
were particularly interested in performance of jazz--and
more specifically in the "swing" era. The idol of
student clarinet player was Bennie Goodman; but he also
knew about Woodie Herman and Artie Shaw, and could play
some of the songs which they made famous. He even knew
about the Fletcher Penderson band and the beginnings of
"swing."

In contrast to this clarinet player was a boy Who
played the twelve- string guitar - -a very bright youngster who
freely talked about the recent revival of interest in "blue-
grass music," and who disliked both rock and jazz.
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Additional Action Research Findings

Data were also collected on more active involvement
with twentieth century music. After participating in the
Eastman Seminarl the researcher worked with junior high
school students in lenrninu the "atsia" rhythm of West
Africa; improvising on "the blues"; and playing hexachords
and tone-clusters at the piano.

Other findings included student reactions to
electronic fAid electronic-influenced compositions, student
interest in compositions having changin or irregular
meters, and student knowledge of recordings which reflect
the influence of musieue concrete.

Reactions to a Co,6position
Influenced by Electronic Music

Of compositions (other than rock, pop, and soul)
which were played for various groups of students, the most
consistently positive responses were elicited by iAchael
Colgrass's As Quiet As. Although the composition uses no
electronic sounds, it is doubtful whether it could have
been writLen previous to the age of electronic music.

After listening to As Quiet As, some students
identified the tonal resources such as bells, chimes,and
glass; others re-named the comosition calling it "be-
dazzled," "rain in the forest," "9 rainy day," "sunrise,"
"universe," and "galaxies"; still others compared it with
Simon and Garfunkleis Scarborough Fair, and with electronic
music used in the television progr57Star Trek and the
movie Flanat of the Apes.

1Seminar in Comprehensive Musicianship at The
Eastman School of Iusic, June 1969, sponsored by The
Contemporary Music Project for Creativity in Vmsic
Education, and administered by the Iusic Educators
National Conference under a grant from the Ford Foundation.
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Student Interest An Compositions
Wch 1,;111.ploy Changing Wetors

The researcher often asked students whit thoy wanted
him to play on the clarinet or piano. Among the composi-
tions fropnently asked for were; (a) the theme music for
the television series =ssion Impossible, by Lela 2,chiffrin
--a musical selection whialiTsIT 5/4 /et;o2-; (b) the title
song from the movie Valley of the Dolls, by i%ndre Provin--
the first three measuIes being 474774 and 2/4 meters re-
spectively; and (c) the song I Say a Little Prayer, by Burt
J'acharach--which as an Interesting construction (7, 7, 3,
3, 3, 3,), uses 2/4 motor in the fifth measure, and employs
an alternating 4/4, 3/4, 4/4 scheme throughout the fifteenth
throuph twenty-third measures,

The Influence of "Musipue Concrete"

Often students wore asked to "guess-nt" terms and
concepts they didn't know anything about.' This pro-
cedure led to an unexpected development: "daffynitions" of
twentie::h century music, Two such daffynitions of musique
concrete were "unbreakable records," and "people walk on
concrete and the noise they make is called musique con-
crete." The inquiry followina, however, generated TETerest
in what the term really meant.

Given the meaning of musieue concrete, numerous
students provided examples of its influence on popular
recordings, Table 2 is a partial listing of those ex-
amples, including names of records, performing groups,
and sounds used other than the human voice or instruments
(although distorted voices and instrumental sounds were
used in musique concrete also),

m......
1The assumption vas that in a non-penalizing

situation, a feeling of ignorance about big words will
generate curiosity.
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Table 2

The Influence of "Musiquo ConcAto" -n Popular Hocords:

k:xamplos Provided by Students of Recordings Which Uao

Bveryday Sounds

Rocord

.. sow "011

Oran Sounds Used

Lender of Shnngrillas motorcycles
the P.1(.

Good The rooster, other
Morning Boatlos farm animals

Ibb Tido the sea and
sea gulls

Yellow The clinking glasses,
Submarine Beatles and watn,

Hey The dog
Bulldog Bentlos

Walking in Shangrilas sea ulls
tho pond

Pala Doep Purple rain

4rell Allen the
llockman Shorman -telophono

Lonely Julio goats
Oothnrd Androws

Captain keys
Kangaroo

VI:liking in Honnetts thunder
tiClitFii

ti



Pablo 2 (contld)

Tho Influence of "Musique ConcrOte" on Popular Records:

Examples Provided by Students of Rocordings Which Uso

Everyday Sounds

Record

Hitch hiker Leonard
Nimey

Pisces, The
Monkeys

CanITYFain,
and Jones Ltd.

Bonnie
anadlyde

am.

Botmt.ln

Huth

The Lotter

My World

Switched
on pach

And the cods
IY251PCovl

Crosstown
Traffic

Box Tops

wy...o....aoaw.Maoip..ftww..r.w.II.II

Sounds Used

=.1*

ear

the Moog
synthesizer,
train-
whistles

gun,
crashing noises

punches

coyote

an Airplane

a baby crying

the Moog synthesizer

toilet

the sounds
of traffic



The Atcia ithythm

On several occasions, th^ researcher attempted to
appraise whether students would be receptive to the Africa.
"atsia" rhythm, end how quickly they could learn it. A
sixth-grade class in a new "middle school", was especially
receptive to this rhythm in 12/6 meter, st J J Pi Y.
They were able to clap it after several hearings; they wore
:also able to make corrections after the rhythm was pur-
posely changed, and to distinguih its notation from among
thor;e of other rhythms; and they were able to sustain the
rhytIlm oven when the researcher improvised upon and sub-
divided the beats.

The above class of thirty students was en integrated
class in which about twenty percent of the students were
black, Upon individual 1A)arines there wore no sharp dif-
;erencee, along racial linos, of ability to apprehend the
boats and the rhythm.

The Blues Pror!ressien

Numerous children listen c.o popular music end jazz
without knol.ing that the blues is r twelve rcosure "form"
and a Populwe chord progression. But ettempts to convey
this knowledge brou'ht poor response, Lyon when the re-
searcher was using favorite recordings, the chilo.ren simply
did not care That the structure was--at least not in lis-
toning experiences containing no activity.

Children did want to be Mole to play the blues
chord prorression-Twhich was fundamental to so many of
their favorite records). Wrist enthusiasm was frequently
generated by finding a student plryed a guitar, and
askinq him to ploy I I 1/, IV, IV, I, I, V IV I I in
several different keys.

It did not matter whether or not the student could
play the blues progression in different keys on the guitar;
students were shown that they could do it easily with the
autoharp. The nild competition generated interest; the
students were learning music conceptuelly--through ex-
perience.
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Tone-Clusters and Hexachords

The researcher found that many chilaron, when loft
free to experiment, du one of two thim's: either they play
a groat many "dissonances" (i.e. from the acoustical stand-
point) ; or they play in parallel motion. Tho researcher,
also found that untrained teenagers often did not use their
thumb; what was onsiest for them to do was to use the
second, third, and fourth fingers of their hand (either
separately or together) .

Some btudents wore observed using this three-finger
position when playing triads in parallel motion; others
usod it when playing the I - IV - V - IV chord-progression,
as in a "montuno" or the "bugaloo." This observution was
employed when trying to guide keyboard experiences: and
untrained childron,responded best to that wnich did not
"tax their thumb,"1

rt was also found that the teacher could capitalize
on this two -three -four, or four-three-two position for the
purpose of teaching the whole -tone scale or hexed-lords.
HexachoreL such as D E ? F# A# could be played in the
following manner, D E F F# G# Akf. The whole tone scale

4 3 2 2 3 4
C D h F# 0# 10 could be taught by using the some fingering,
4 3 2 2 3 4

as shown above.

It was found thrt youngsters could be taught tone-
clusters very easily. All they have to do is start with
the basic three-finger-position and th(Jn add the thumb
and pinky when thsy Feel comfortable, and when they could
do it with ease.

Conclusions And Implications

Teenegers are capable of, and enjoy descriptive
research into the music of their own times. Among the
childrenos repertory of favorite songs are interesting
songs which employ chhnging and irregular meters. Children
in junior high school are receptive to, and capable of

1Asking them to bend the thumb under as with the
C major scale.
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learning non-Western rhythms and concepts such as the
African "ntsia". Aside from pop, rock, and soul re-
cords, children are most resronsive to electronic music,
or compositions which reflect the influence of electronic
music. Junior high school students (especially seventh-
graders) enjoy engaging in "doffynitions" of twentieth
century styles or compositional techniques--and this serves
as an excellent motivation or prelude toward studying these
styles more sorioualy. Untrained teenagers can easily
loom parallel chord progressions, hexachor.ls, end tone
clusters at the piano.

The implications of these findings seem to be as
follows:

(1) interest in pop, reek, and soul can bo used to
generate interest in earlier twentieth century music,

(2) interest in the Moog synthesizer and in
psychedelic-rock can be used as a stepping stone toward
learning about the P.C.A. synthesizer and the early
pioneers of electronic music,

(3) interest in popular records which use distorted
sounds can bo seized upon as a stepping stone toward
learning about tl-e "futurists" or the Italian "bruitisimo
school," the Pierre Schaeffer "musiRue cuncrAto school,"
and John Cage's "prepared piano,1?

(4) interest in non-Western influenced jazz can be
used as a storting point for learning about the "atsia"
rhythm or the "metronomic impulse,"

(5) interest in parallel and modal Wrmonies may be
used for instruction dealing 1,,ith the music of Liadov,
Moussorgsy, Debussy, and Delius.
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Recent Literature on Twentieth Century Music

There is a (Towing body of books, articles, and mate-
rials on twentieth century music. Recent bcoks by Salzman,
Dori, Maehlis, Stuckenschmidt, and hrofsky and Bambergr
greatly helped tno rosenrcher reext,mino ideas about musical
styles and tbe men alo slioped them, Jr this study, a 102-1,e
number of sources were consulted in an atteopt to prepare
simple, but essenti;dly correct definitions of major twen-
tieth century musical styles and concepts, Data rare ob-
tained which challones certnim widely believed ideas.

Impressionism in music, for example, seems to have
been more of a Lussipn-French trodition than strictly a
French contribution, Some music educators Levc greatly
exagporated Debussy's role as en innovator: Yorcucci says
of Debussy, "lie Jntroduced a no sound in music which .qtas
in ling with this trend celled lImpre:Jsio.lism" (Italics
mine) ;6 Coston says that "Claude Debltsry was the chief
composer of the Impressionistic movemeitt, his music Was
direct reaction to the grandiose, heroic manner of the
Wainerian hon:ntics" (Italics mine).3 Such statements are
oversimplifications and shoulo no lower be mt;de, in the
11;11t of recent thourht regarding composers such eu Satie,
Voussorgs't11 and l:tirromizhIsky.

The terms "chance music" end "aleatoric nusic"
should not be used interchnn7ably, Cs ea was structuring
compositions based on pure ebunce long before the term
"aleatoric" came into wide use as a result of boulezts now
famou.; 195R article. Although "ales" moors dice, eleatoric
music is not co:nplete chnnce rusle, ani Boulez criticized
Cape for being dominated Uy chance elements rafter than
beina able to incoreorate them into his music. Boulez's
Third Piuno Sonata is aleeturic in several wayssuch a
permitting the performer to plty the movments in any
order he choosenwherets Cares 4135" of silence is rure
chance, end derevis upon whatever noises the audience
hsppens to makes',

1
Brofsky and Banberger, The Art of ListeninK, pp.222.

2
Forcucci, General Lusic, p.298.

3
Coston, Rodern Music, p.31.

4Pierre Boulez, "Alea," Darmstedter Beitrtre, cited
in H.H. Stuckenschnidt, Tr:enticth Century FuTYFTV; World
University Library, 19607pp,217-21.
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The stvtecnt that "Who first important use of
rhythm as a structurP1 element was in Stravinsky's The
Nita of Sp ice" may he an oversiplification.' Bartok,
nrfuenced by his folk-sung researches starting in 1905,
wrote componitions in which rhythm was an imyortent
structural fact: his fifth Dance in Bulgarian hhythm
for example, and certeinly his Allegro )-erocro which was
written morn than a year before Stravinsky's The Hite of
SprincL.

Arnold Sch.)enberg is usually credited for in-
venting. the "twelve-tone method" or "twelve-note tech-
nique." Actually, other composers were experimenting with
the notion either sli;-,htly before, or about the same time
as Schoenberr's final formulvtion of the method in l926.
The Vinneso comnoser Josef Yettios Pruer (18e3-1959) wrote
in 1920, in his nook On the Nature of laisic, "The Jaw or
'names' of atonal music 1 th'nt all Twelve rotes of the
temperament DY0 to he repeated over and over ensue. "1
Thug, three years before SchoenLcrg, who is often given
credit for the first twelve-tone pieces, Pauer not only
had been writing purely atonal melodies, but also formulated
a "law" cf composing with all twelve notes of the tex,pered
scale.

1Experiments in V.u.ticel Creativity, op. cit, p.32.

?
'Stuckensehmidt, Twentieth Century Lusic, op. cit.,

pp.91 -92.
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Recent Empheses in music Education

In recent years, the primary aim of music education
hes become amsic:,lity or musicianship; Music edueption has
been rescued from becominrr an academie discipline l and
steered beck to its proper place in the realm of cost) etics;2
and Bruner's influence hes resulted in concern for teaching
the structure of tho subject or the nature of the dis-
cipline. Other emnhases have included using' the discovery
method gnd developinr7 understandin7, as well as placing
greeter emphasis on using more twentieth century music.

The Aims of Vusic Educntion

Vmsicelitv and Vnvicienshin: Mursell viewed music
educntion pa port of tEe broader process of eesthetic
education,6 Yet Eursell burned a new path end contra-
dicted this approach in one of his irony explanations of
musical growth: "Surely it (musi cal growth) could only
mean growth in human responsiveness to the essential
values and intimations, end meanings of the art itsqlf.
It could only moan the process of becoming musical.'

This interest In the total rrocess of becoming
Lusical rode to inAelible sttrp upon the thinking of music
educators. One can see its influence in the Yale Report's
statoment that "the lewlopment of musit:nlity is .A0 pri-
mary vim of music educe Lion from kindergarten to the
twelfth grade." ° Its influence is else mtnifested in the
concept of "comprehensive musicianship," the title of one
of tae publications of the Contemporary Music Iroject,6

11'Iilliem Hartshorn, "The Study of Music es on
Academic Discipline," Music Educators Journal (Jenunry lbG3),
p.25.

2
Bennett Reimer, "The Development of F.esthetie

Sensitivity," Music Educators Journal (Jonuary 1965), p.33.

3James Mursell, Education for kusicn1 Orotth (New
York: Ginn and Company, 1948), p, v.

4
Ibid,

b
Claude Y. Felisce, 911. cit., P.G.

The Contemporary ;.:us4.c Project For Creativity in
Music Education, or cit.
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Mursell's aims, however--"on joyment," "success,"
"discipline," "social development," and "widening cultural
horizons"--still reflect the Seven Cardinal 1rinciples.1
As such, they ore nonmusics1 aims. In recent years, music
educators such as Wilson have ob.lected to emphasizing
music's extrinsic worth.4 The primary aim of music ed-
ucation has become musicality or musicianship.

Leonhard felt that the most sirnificont development
in music educntion, in the last ten years, has been a con-
sent us that the purpose of music teaching is to develop
musicianship. Ho felt that the task of defining musici en-
ship was not complete, and his first "omphusis for the
future" was on teaching the behaviors that constitute
musicianship. "3

Comprehensive musicianship includes ekills of
composing, analyzing, and listening.4 It also

includes musical understanding, which Mitchell defined
as the ability to discern musical relationships of all
kinds and to make critical judgements about them.5 Thus,
there are both cognitive and affective compononts, as well
es psycho-raptor skills.b

Develonin musical undorstsnding. Forcucci described
how the d ve opment understandinc, had often been
neplected in junior hich school general music classes.?

MOW

1James Mursell, VUSiC education: Princi les and
Programs (Morristown: Silver -1Aardett, 1956 , pp. 37 -60.

2}terry Vilson, "Music Education, quo Wdis?" Music
Educators Journal (February-March 1965) , p.57,

3Charlos Leonhard, "The Next Ten Years," Music
Educators Journal (eptember 1968), p.48,

47be Contemporary Wusic Project, 22. cit,

6Willicra J. 11tchell, "The hole of Wusic history
and Literature in the Development of Musics). Underetsnding,"
Comprehensive L12121=1111, op. cit., p.61.

6Denjonin S. Bloom (ed.) , Texonomy of Educational
Objectives, Handbook I: Cocnitivellomisin (Lon man's Green
and Co., 1958),

Forcucci, a, cit., py.2, 63, 311,
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Ernst pointed out thut 14 recent years, when educators
began to evaluate the outcomes of music educotion, even
those students who were active in pGrformonee groups-- ,

though technically well,troined--were frequently deficient
in music understanding.1 1;.cMurroy felt that we cannot rely
upon instruction in performance skills jer so as a moans
to full understanding of musical content;that to teach
sensitivity to aesthetic content we must rely upon other
educational experiences than those of performonce.4
Colwell thought it easier to develop understonding in a
genorol music class thon'throvgh n group rehearsal; that
knowlodges and skills o1.. listening are more easily taught
whoa unencumbered by problems of performance such as tech-
nique, intonation, and belonce,° Woodworth wun concerned
that the study of music literature should include listen-
'ing as well as performing, and listening which was active
and disciplined, not passive.4

There is Additional support for Forcuccils position
that excessive emphasis hrs often boon placed upon activi-
ties which develop performance skills, rather than experi-
ences which develop musical understanding. Reimer main-
tained that junior high school students have become ready
to study the orts systematically and rigorously from the
appreciative point of view rather than primrrily by per-
formance.5 Karel asked the question, "is it better for a
student to spend six years training to take his place on
the musical assembly line, or to spend the some amount of
time learning hew to listen end understand?" Karel strongly
rejected the emphasis often given to applied music--with
countless hours spent on rehearsing for performance- -and
felt that music theory, analysis, literature, and composi-
tion could all be taught in the time it takes the student
to learn the techniques of his instrument.°

1Karl Ernst (ed.), Music in general ,duration
(Washington D.C.: Music Educators National Conference, 1965),
p.11,

'Tester McMurray, "Pragmatism in Music Education,"
Basle Concepts in .usic Education, ed. Nelson 13. Henry, pp.30-
V17--

°Richard Colwell, "Music: Both a Performing Art and a
Listening Art," MUSIC !:clucators Journal (Jsnuory 1966), p.45.

40. Wallace v:oad7rorth, "The Place of kusic in the
Curriculum," Music Educators Journal (February 1965), p.46.

6.heimer, a.eit.,

6Leon C. Karel, "Tbe tisical Assembly Line," #psic
Educators Journal (January 1969), p.65.
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Conceptual Learning

Reflecting Brunerle thinking thut oven young
children cnn learn the "structure" of a subject, and
the nature of a discipline, 1 music ecluotors have con -
corned themselves with tenching, musical concepts. Gory,
for example, traced the develonmont of n musical concept
through the proAesses of perception, porYormances analysis,
and discussion. 4 Karel proclaimed that "the new sob for
aesthetic education is the training of perception.u°
Reimer underscored "the improvement of perception" as the
key to the development of aesthetic sensitivity. Among
his throe categories of methods which improve "aent,hotic
perceptivity" he included the "development of concepts and
factual knowledge."

Until recently, except for that of Husee11,5 most
of the work done in studying concept formation has not
been in music. In 1964, it was still felt that the mture
of concepts, and their relation to the things of which
they are the concepts, and the minds which use or contem-
plate them,,were among the most hotly disputed subjects in
philosothy.°

Hawkins pointed out that signifionnt concepts ore
not communicated in the first instances and thus cannot be
taught; that they prop as stopping places and intersections
along paths of,..exparionce, which relative to them ore
preconceptual.7 But what does preconeeptual mean, and how
is it related to a percert or perception?

'Jerome Bruner, The Process of Education (Cambridro:
Harvard University Press, 1960),

2Oory, off. it., 11:02-9.

3Karel, ,o,2. it.

4keimor, "The Development of Aesthetic Sensitivity."

5David H. Hussoll, yhinkinA (Now York:
Oinn and Comiony, MO).

6Julius Oould and Williom L. Kolb (eds.), asIkmal
of the Social Sciences (Hew York:The Free Press of olenooss

Firav0 491,

7
D. Huweins, "Looming the Untouchable," 1porninG

11 Discovery: A Critical A raisel, L.S. Shulman end EJ.,
edft, (.617777;774L c y and Comunny, 1 A) ,



t percett occup]os an intemodinry )lace between
undifferentiated sensory experiences end concepts. 1.er-

coption also denotes sensory experience which has gained
meaning or airnificenco. When wJ u result of learning
experiences, one understands the relationships of objects
which previously were raw, undifferentiated sensory ex-
periences, he is said to perceive these objects. The
non-sensory experience involves the develoPmept of con-

cepts or ideas about the sent4ery experiences.1

Gary explained That a concept may be thought of as
that which remsins it. the mind of the learner following
given lest-11m: exverience....a verue notion....a cloLt un-
derstawinr;.,..a mantel imai,e. ...a memo-,,y of fin eulal ex-
perience...it) r'encrell4L,tion....or a very specific bit of
learninq that u)timately will be part of n tmeh bro.eder

concnt. Developing a musical concept involves (1) listen-
ing to, or direct pe)-ception of the music, 0-11+ is the
roforrent of the concept; (2) performance in which the
pinyer or singer also listens in such a W6:,' as to know
precisely h)w it sounds as music; (3) nnslysis or what has
oeen porceived, which nay involve recognition by eye or
ear, idntific3tion by none, or differentiation among the
components of what ht-s been he rd; and (4) discussion or
verbnliv.ation of the cancents."

Gary and members of the EltrInttty Music Study
cominsion developed basic coveefff7;TVOU rhythin, melody,
harmony, fLral, tempo, dynamics, und tone color. Next,
they sup7ested "experiences which may lead to the de-
veloplent of the concept," Finally, they provioed musical
examples. b typical page in this valuable document looks
somethint like this:

CONCEPT-0AL DEWilitatiT Ill hINWM

Concepts Nxperiences that may lead to . Kusieal
the development of the concept Extunples

)Gould and Kolb, 2E. cit., PP.120. 491.

2
Gary, an. cit. pp.2-4,
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Other music educators, such as Tipton,1 use a
similsr format. But the somewhat unwieldy term "expe-
riences which may lead to the development of the concept"
has been shortened to "manipulative devices." Among those
"manipulative devices" are clepping, tapping, marching,
and employing hand levels to desirn the shape of the
melody.. Other devices call for using the keyboard or
classroom instruments.

Exploration and Di; covert'

Are children's natural desire to discover meanings
for themselves usually suppressed by the education pro-
cess? Glasser dealt with this issue and differentiated be-
tween "learning by discovery" and "teaching to discover."
He maintained that "teaching' to discover" involves "in-
duction," the procedure of giving exemplars of a more
general case, which permits the student to induce the gen-
eral proposition involved. Assessment of attainment is
accomplished by testing whether the student has induced
the general proposition involved, by getting him to ver-
balize it, by petting him to apply it to certain exemplars
in a way that indicrtes he knows the general proposition,
or by gettinp the student to generalize additional
exemplars.2

In a more unguided exploration and disCovery situ-
ation, the imposition of a structured instructional
sequence is minimized in order to provide a relatively un-
guided sequence--onto which the individual imposes his own
structure. This is purposefully errorful learninp, Glasser
explained, and there quite naturally are many blind alloys
and wrong moves. But perhrips unguided exploration and
discovery results ir more meaningful concepts.°

Olson pointed out that discovery methods have been
used in other areas then music--as in the above exa6ple--
wherein problem-solving and hypothesis testing procedures
could be used. he applied the discovery method to the
teaching of musical concepts. UsinE it in the sense of "a
systematic procedure to give direction and focus to the
exploration, while at the save time retaining spontaneity,

1Dr. Gladys 'Lipton, Professor or Eusic, Teachers
College, Columbia University, and the author of Adventurw,
in Music.

2Robert Glasser, "Variables in Discoery Learning,"
in Shulman and Keislor, or, cit.

31
bid.
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he was opnosed to un;:uided trial-and-error, he felt that
if children were merely free,to experiment, they Were
also free not to experiment,'

Olson's article contains the following points:
(1) the problem to be solved should pertain to a child's
experience with a musical composition, (2) the problem
should be solved by a musics). process, (3) the teacher
should provide "clues" rather then toll "right" or "wrong"
answers, (4) reinforcement occurs through presentation of
the same concept in other musical settings, (5) terms and
symbols relating to musical concepts are recorded as they
are discovered, and organized for later systematic review,
and (6) for review, students should be guided to respond
to terms or symbols, not with memorized definitions, but
rather by recalling the musical examples wherein they
hoard the concept, and by describing its sound.

Olson did not want inquiry to veer from the music
itself, and become exclusively concerned with informction
about the place of origin, the attendant social customs of
the people, and similar background material. Rather, he
advocated focusing on gaining understanding of concepts
expressed by the tonal content of the music; such under-
standing, he thought, could only be developed through
exploring the music itself.

Consistent with his interest in the music itself,
Olson was equally interested in musicality and musical
res)onses. Any answer which shows that the child has
used his musical experiences in a musical way, and which
leads to further inquiry, he stated, is a good answer.
Some answers, he thought, may be expressed best by a rhythmic
movement.

The Content of Music

Among the eleven "content areas" in one reference
are: (1) "elements of music," embracing rhythm, melody,
harmony, and timbre; (2) "form or design in music," includ-
ing aspects of unity, contrast, texture, and the develop-
ment of a musical concept; and (3) "the interpretive aspmts
of music." The other content areas include the science of n

sound, the musical score, and types of musical performances.'

'Bees G. Olson, l'Tenching Musical Concepts by the
Discovery Method," MusicOMucators Journal (September 1967),
p.51.

Ernst, on.cit., pp.17-63.
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Ddhocco balled for treating. music as a tonal entity,
for de-emphasizing "associational interpretation." She dis-
cussed the uniqueness of tone, and wanted muaic educators
to establIsh a relationship between sound anu child, rather
than between sound end story, sound and painting, or sound
and emotion. She deplored the type of "associational in-
terpretation" wherein every oboe was a duck, every tyhTani
roll a storm, and every snaredrum frunshot.J.

Woodworth called for !'active and analytical lis-
tening" based on content areas such as "the qualities of
orchestral instruments and choirs," "the texture of chamber
music," and "the manipulation end development of musical
ideas." Ee also felt strorarly about the intrinsic worth of
repertory and the type of repertory chosen. he did not went
the music teacher to be afraid of large works. Le thought
that the dramatic organization of a symphony could actually
engage the mind and emotions of a growing child, better
than little examples of binary and ternary form, and simple
song forms and exercises. The repertory he suggested in-
cluded large twentieth century works: works of Stravinsky,
Copland, and honegger.2

Broudy also wanted masterpieces to be used, end
thought of the ability to appreciate masterpieces as an
excellent test of musical growth. Commenting further on
choice of repertory, Broudy'referred to modern jazz as
music which would motivate students to listen: "here is a
kind of music that, perhaps, lends itself to serious study,
and yet its popular nature tends to speak to the young in
heart.

The content of instruction, largely determined by
choice of renertory, will determine the musical concepts that
are learned. Choice of repertory will also determine many
of the classroom activities based upon the content of the
music. The "experiences that may lead to the development of

1Sister Theresa Dihocco, "The Child and the Aes-
thetics of Music," Music Educators Journal. Vol. 55 Lc). 8
(April 1969), p.35.

2Woodworth, "The Place of Music in the Curriculum,"
p.48.

`Harry Broudy, "Educational Theory and the Cur-
riculum," Music Educators Journal (flovember-December 1964),
p.32.
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the concept" are based upon the musical oxemple that are
chosen, as well as the abstract concept itself.'

The ultimate worth of repertory is its capeciby to
contain and highli6ht musical concepts. Children must ex-
perience music in order to perceive its content, and this
perception is an important first step toward developing a
concept.8 The more experience children have in listening
to a variety of compositions which manifest particular com-
positional techniques, the greater is the likelihood that
concepts of these techniques will form.

Activities and Experiences in Music

Leonhard called for a change from an activities
oriented program to an "experientiarprogram. He admitted
that the "fivefold activities concept" has served us well
in making music other then simply singing; but he felt that
merely participating in activities does not insure a change
of behavior. The change of behavior he wanted was in the
direction of increased musicianship: improved abilities in
the beheviors that constitute musiaianship.3

Leonhard differentiated between the activities ap-
proach end the experience approach. An experience orien-
tation, he maintained, implies a greater degree of involve-
ment of mind and imagination -- as well as movement of the
vocal chords and the feet. What he envisioned was a mind
"actively engaged in the discovery of musical meaning, and
the solving of musical problems, as well as making value
judgements."

Leonhard enumerated five types of behavior in re-
lation to music -- knowing, feeling, hearing, discriminating,
and performing -- and maintained that each type of behavior

'Gary, QR. cit.

2Leonhard, "The Next Ten Years," PP.48-50.
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involves a different kind of learninp. Learning to "know,"
for example, involves the process of perception and the form-
ation or concepts. The teacher has the task of orgoni4ing
experiences to restructure students' cognitive fields. Leon-
hard predicted that music educatiors would turn to learning
theorists -- such as Bruner, Piaget, and Ausubel -- for ideas
on what experiences to use in developing other aspects of
musical behavior.1

Woodworth yr&ised the teaching of music in elementary
schools, in which music is often listened to with action
such as walking, skipping, and dancing. If ifaTming must
be done in isolation, he wanted active and analytical lis-
tening.2 Analytic listening -- solo years earlier -- was
viewed as evolving: becoming more mature 4 intensive, and
specific, and merging into ear-training." Mursell wanted
ear-training to grow out of analytic listening, and did not
want ear-training to deal with abstract tonal drills. More-
over, he wanted the activity or experience of analytic lis-
tening to center on the content, form, and structure of the
music itself.

Mursell was opposed to the classifying, of misical
activities as "creative," "performance," and "appreciation"
-- preferring to substitute the terms "production," "re-
production," and "enjoyment." In recent years, however,
creative activities have received increasing emphasis.
Some music educators, for example, have maintained that
musical understanding can best be developed through creative

. activities.4

Creative experiences include imitation, analysis,
synthesis, and reproduction. They are not limited to those
aspects of creativity which involve total originality or

1Leonhard, Oe. Cit. 2Woodworth, Op. Cit.

3
Mursell, Principals and Programs, p.296.

4jarrett, Op. Cit., and Marsh, a,. Cit.
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uniqueness. The teacher's role in guiding creative exper-
iences, therefore, may involve providing models; it may
involve creative solutions to problems -- creative Koblem
solving; it may involve "Meaningful verbal learning" as
opposed to greater use of non-verbal devices in a quest for
musicality end musical responsiveness; or finally, it may
involve structuring oxperienct.s to provide for greater con-
trast and comparison of musical mssterpinces.

Both Arnheim2 and Piaget3 noted that thinking and
problem solving does not require language. Problem solving,
Arnheim pointed out, can be done by animals. Thinking Arn-
heim asserted, can be said to take place in mental images --
visual, kinesthetic, tactile, auditory. This is not to dis-
count the importance of totql creation, originality, or
uniqueness of course; but actual "composing" -- or what is
most often thought of as musical creativity -- is an advan-
ced skill, a synthesis of many elements. Creativity can
mean putting new words to well known songs, or making up a
new "tune" to a well known si't of lyrics. Creativity can
mean suggesting a different .,orchestration for a song or
musical composition. Creativity can mean judging the worth
or significance of a musical composition -- whether it should
be of greater or lesser length.

The Outcomes of Music

Drawing upon Mursell's conception of "aesthetic
responsiveness," Reime called for the development of
aesthetic sensitivity.' Gary and the members of the
Elementary Music Study Commission spoke in terms of "the
development of a sense of beauty end of positive respon-
siveness to it" as a "major obligation of educution."5

1D.P. Ausubel, The Psychology of Meaningful Verbal
Learning, (New York: Grune and Stratton, 1963).

2Rudolf Arnheim, Vision and Thought, Perspectives in
Education, Vol.2 No.1, Fall 1968 p20.

3Lectures in the Horace Mann Auditorium, Teachers
College Columbia University. Notes taken by writer.

4
Reimer, 2.2. Cit.
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Woodworth called the music class "the gymnasium in which
youth excorcises itself in the habitual experience of
beauty. itl Other writers were concerned with the importance
of aesthetic education in a world threatened with the
possibility of annihi3ation, asking *Ale question: "Why
survive if we cannot lead a life of taste end grace?"2

But other music educators, regarding the outcomes
of music education, returned to the aim of musicality.
Broudy defined musicality as "the ability to respond to
music in terms of its musical properties."6 Be spoke in
terms of connoisseurship:

Musical experiences when cultivated by
training gives Iiise to a special type of
interest and enjoyment, similar to that
engendered by connoisseurship in any field
of human endeavor.4

Teenaae Capacity To Learn Abstract Musical Concepts

Having discussed recent emphasis regard the aims,
content, activities, and intended outcomes of music, the
question still remains whether teenagers are capable of
dealin!7 with abstract musical concepts. This issue is
important in dealing with twentieth century music, be-
cause there is increasing complexity to comtemporary
compositions. Children may respond well to contemporary
sounds, but how much will they wind up knowing about them?

Elkind stated that adolescents are capable of
"combinatorial logic," and can deal with problems in which
many factors opel,ate at the same time. Le also stated that
adolescents, for the first time in their lives, have the

'Woodworth, 02. Cit.

2
Ole Sand, "Schools for the Seventies," Music Ed-

ucators Journal (June 1936), p.40.

3Broudy, 22. Cit., p.36.

4Ibid, p.143,
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following abilities: (1).they can utilize a second symbol
system for another set of symbols, (2) words carry much
more meaning, and (6) the future is now as much of a
reality as the present.'

Goodenough and Tyler cited Yingetts conclusion that
"adolescence produces the stap.e at which real abstract
thinking is possible, thinking that involves the manipu-
lation of high order abstract concepts...." They felt that
there are important irnplicLtions to "the fact that this
(adolescence) is the period in which real abstract thinking
is possible for the majority of boys and girls...."-1

Reimer thought that at the junior hiEh school level,
material can be presented in a systematic fachion; that
junior high school students have become ready to study the
arts systematically and rigorously.3 Leonhard suggested
that beginning in the junior high school, greater emphasis
could be placed on "reception learninE" in which new
material is incorporated in the existing cognitive struc-
ture through a process of progressive differentiation.
"Now material enters the cognitive field, interacts with,
and is subsumed under a relevant and more inclusive con-
ceptual system."4

1David Elkind, "Cognitive Structure and Adolescent
Experience," adolescence Vol.II No,18 (Winter 1967), 427-35.

2 Jean Piaget, The pAychployy of Intellirence
(London: Routle4e enTIKeTtiriFFUT, MO), in Florence L.
Goodenough and Leona E. Tyler, Developmental Psychology,
3rd ed., (New York: Appleton Century. Crofts, 1959), 694-95.

3Reimer, 22. cit.

4Charles Leonhard, "Learning Theory and Yusic
Teaching," Comprehensive Yusicianship (Washington: D.C.:
Music Educators National Conference, 1965), p.56.
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III - CONCLUSIONS

This study has yielded primary data on how teenagers
think about and respond to various types of twentieth cen-
tury music. These data, and other findings froli secondar
sources, have been used to prepare units-of-study. Samples
from these units -- objectives, pretests, analyses, and
teaching strateies--are included in the Appendix of this
report,

A large amount of additional material for each unit
has been omitted. This material reflects countless hours of
consultation of recent literature Ln twentieth century music
--and contains descriptions of twentieth century musical
styles, trends, and compositional techniques that are ap-
propriate for use in junior high school. hat,'' 'r lengthy,
it will be available soon in a dissertation en.Atled-
Developing Understendin of Twentieth Century Compositions
in Junior LlEh School General music Classes.

Tho dissertation soon to be available contains
additional analyses of compositions ant: teaching strategies
for developing understanding of them, as well as appendixes
such as a chronology of musique concrete.

One aim of this study) in particular, wets not
accorlished: (application of the nost recent findings in
learning theory to music education.) The researcher bad
intended to accept Leonhard's challenge that music education
has been immersed a field theory orientation for the past
twenty five years, and thus the possibilities for applying
learning haory to music education are great but essentially
untapped."- The researcher read widely about recent trends
in music education, about the nature of concepts and per-
cepts, and about teenage capacity to learn abstract con-
cepts, but was not able to apply Ausuhells subsumption
Theory of Meaningful Verbal Learning and hetention" to
music education.

1Charles Leonhard, "Learnina Theory and Music
Teaching," p.56.
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Recommendations

(1) There is a need for further study on teenage
perceptions of twentieth century music and how these per-
ceptions can be employed. While the action research con-
ducted in this study has certain advantages over in-
vestigations with more formal designs, it also has certain
disadvantages. One never knows whether other students in
other schools might. react in totally different weys. There
is need for quantification of data,

(2) Drawing upon the recent emphades in music
education--as discussed in the preceding section--the
following is designed as a synthesis of ideas to be con-
sidered when creating a curriculum in general music:

(a) The primary aim of music education today is
musicality or musicianship. Nonmusical aims such as
"health" or "citizenship" should not be formulated.

(b) Emphasis should be given to developing music-
al understanding. In the general music classroom,
without the pressures and deadlines of performing
groups, the development of musical understanding can
take place best. This is done through a diversity of
listening, performing, discursive, and creative ex-
periences. Teachers should foster a .conceptual.
understanding of music, namely through guided ex-
ploration of the content of music, aimed at permitting
students to discover musical concepts for themselves,
Conceptual learning can lead not only to an under-
standing of musical concepts, but also to an under-
standing of the entire "structure" of musical thought.
The development of a musical concept includes lis-
tening to, or direct perception of the music. The
other steps or processes of conceptual learning are
analysis, performance or reinforcement, and ver-
balization of the concept.

Two important aspects of conceptual learning
are chosing appropriate musical examples which apn-
tain the concepts to be learned, and planning ex-
periences--or manipulative devices--which will lead
to the development of the concept. R variety of
physical movements, singinE, exploratory, and
creative activities should be planned. The voice,
the body, classroom instruments, and visual stimuli
should all be employed.
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(0) The content of music instruction is the
music itself! the constituent and expressive
elements of music. Associetional interpretation
should be minimized. The unique aspect of music
is tone, and junior high school students are
capable of learning abstract musical concepts.
Repertory may be chosen which contain signifi-
cant musical concepts, and need not be program-
matic. Large works ray be used, including those
of twentieth century masters such as Stravinsky
and Honegger.

(d) Tho new focus on "experiences," rather
than just "activities," is for the purpose of
fostering the "behaviors that constitute musician-
ship." The new "experiences" imply greater
involvement of the mind and imagination, a mind
more actively engaged in discovering musical
meaning, solving musical problems, and making
value judgements.

(e) Creativity manifests itself in many ways:
in imitation, analysis, sythesis, and reproduction,
as well as total originality. The teacher should
promote creativity by providing models, urging
creative solutions to problems, using non-verbal
devices, and structuring experiences to permit
contrast and comparison of musical masterpieces.
Reflecting the philosophy that anything can be
taught to any child in some way that is meaningful,
simple creativeactssuch as putting new words to
a well-known song or making up a new "tune" to a
well-known sot of lyrics- -can be taught to children.

(f) The outcomes of music should include greater
musical insight, awareness, initiative, discrim-
ination, and skill. They should also include the
ability to be lifelong perceptive listeners, and
intelligent consumers of music. Children may not
perform for the rest of their lives, but they will
listen to music. They should have some basis for
chosing what they listen to.
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APPENDIX A: TITLES FUR
UNITS-OF-TIUDY

I. Rock, Pop, and Soul

II, Jazz, Third Stream, and the New Thing

III, Tapes Synthesizers, and Computers

IV. Chance and Alontoric Music

V. African and Non-Western Music

VI. Impressionism, Expressionism, and Barbarism

VII. Transcendentalism and other tmericsn Music

VIII.Dadaism, Neoclassicism, and Gebrauchmusik

IX. Dodecaphony, Serial Technique, and Total Control

X. Neonetionalism, Neo-tonality, Nooromanticism,
and Eclecticism
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APPENDIX B: SAMPLE OBJECTIVES, PNETESTS
AND SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Unit I
Rock, Pop, and Soul

Objectives

1) Children explain the "blues" ur tho "blues prorrossion"
and provide detail rocardinF the twelve bar form (or
ty;elve measure form) ;

2) Children notate and/or play the blues chord prorrossion,
I I I 17IV IV I I V IV I 1, on We piano or on the

autoharp;

3) Children recall and list favorite records which use the
blues procresnion, such es The Beet1os' Oct Back or A
Bol =d Day's Nimht .,or V i p Out (not by The Bet,tles);

4) Children point out relation6hips of the blues, "rhythm
and blues," and modern "soul";

5) Children differentiate between "soul," "rock," md "pop"

and also how they differ or are similar to jazz and folk
music;

6) Children con give examples of each style, such as
records by Thy: Jefferson Airrlone or The lothers or
Invention (:;hick arc 173c14-9-- or records by JA0103
'Brown Flitch are "soul");

>
7) Children notate rhythms of "rock" such as, 4 rs Y I I >0.

1 h rri riiI *10
8) Children describe the melismatIc nature of some "soul"

records, such as those by Aretha Franklin or 14arvin
Gaye;

9) Children identify "pop" as music which may have some
elements of rock or soul, but which is tailored for
the widest. possible audience 4. and which may be simpler
or may contain many "clichs" which have proved to be
popular with previous sonra;

4.



10) Children discuss the role of the guitar in "rock"
and how it enables quarter or microtones - and why
they began to be amplified;

11) Children illustrate the freer intonation posilible
with u guitar than with instruments of more fixed
pitch;

12) Children point out the non-Western influences on
this freer intonation, such as the llawaiin guitar,
the Indian sitar, the Japanese lioto, South American
flutes, Caribbean steel drums, and African drums
which play different pitches;

13) Children compare this freer intonation and relate
it to the "blue notes" of the blues;

14) Children give reasons for the use of "fuzz," "noise,"
and "feedback" in rock;

15) Children provide examples of records Maich reflect
the influence of "musique concrete" and John Cato;

16) Children provide examples of records which reflect
the influence of electronic music end which incor-
porate elements of electronic music;

17) Children provide exkmples of records which use the
Moog Synthesizer;

18) Children illustrate the "back to Baer movement as
reflected in popular music, such as recordings by
The Swin gle, SSingers or recordings such as Sit'cied
on Bitch;

19) Some children attend concerts and virito reports on
groups such ns Are yeva or TI-e New York Lac!!! and
holl Ymsemblo groups which consider rock as a
serious art form, or as capable of being a serious
nt form;

20) Children speculate upon and predict future develop-
ments in rock, pop, and soul;

21) Children create their oTn tunes as the teacher plays
A modal progression such Ps, m"im / ',filet,' IxEPI

22) "Slower" children hevan to call the "tune" the melody
and the "beat" the rhythm and/or the meter;
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23) Children recognize "modal" propyessions upon
hearing them in thcir,favorito recordings;

24) Children piny simple modal prorossions on tho
piano or on the autoharp progrossions such
03 Im bVII bVI V (o. r. Am G E or Cm Bh Ab G)
or any ascending pro(Trenion of minor, minor,
major, major such 03 Em, 1.141m,.G, A or Cm, Dm,
Eb, F;

25) Children reeocnize irrarular meters such as
5 in Eission Impossible or in Take Five a jazz .

4
number v;hich boonmo so "populnr" that many
ch!ldron *till know it

26) Children recocnizo chancing meters in their
Invorite recordinrs, such as those, in Vallgy.
of the Dolls or Tho Fool on tho Hill;

noto:

TEACIP.E.HS and STUDENTS CAN CLEATE NAVY DDiTIOUL
OB,NCTIVES; TEE LIST IS BY NO MEANS EXHAUSTED.
IMBY UP ortlYVAVEs LISTiA) FELE ALE A i(sULT
OF ACTIuT: rEe)210xli D3N3 13Y TE% VhhIOUS
DIFFEL%NT MOM FIG;! SCHOOLS. noL STUDTS ;'.ILL
BY CArkilL3 OF' L!':,SS 'MAO IS EXPECT:A) ELLETU
AND OTNEAS PULL BE CAFABLE OF r)LE1 PIPE ULCha
MAY 13% IntRY WAASANTLY SUI1PhIS]:;U STUDEUTS
OF TODAY KNTI, IF EE OR SEE IS TO ELICIT

MUMS Iff.fh%nTS HAWFH THAN MING TO
SUPUIrP)SE TASTE. 71E AL% FOLTUNAT8 TEAT TEELE ALE
rAllY MIMED LED WELL TYAINnD CorIWhs "INTo"

P11'U1.A1i WUSIC OF TODAY - WELEBY FREQUETLY
IVITOVING THE qUALITY MID ALSO IOTTODUCIW SnTLE
MID S911-USTICATE0 CO1a4OSITIOVAL Tr:CEUIQUES
'fl "GEOLE" OF :3TYLES THAT l' }',k AYWSCIATED BY TEE
STUD: OTS v;A AhE Ti!:AOEINO,

The following rro-Test may seem to ovL:rlap

with many of the above objectives, however, it is

designed for immcdinto use by the less oxperienced

teacher rho cannot easily convert stvtements of

objectives into pre-tests or examinations.
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Pro -test

1) Namo a song in which the meter (or time sign)
changes

possiblo answers: Valley of tho Dolls;
Promises, Promises;
Fool on tho hill;

Say a Littlo Prayer;
Spinning Whoel

2) Name a song which uses the sound of an airplane

possiblo enswor: The Letter

3) Name a song or a record album which uses the sound
of a rooster, and othor sound offocts

.M..II1IYIMII.I...I*MIIIw

possible answer: "Go )d Morning" and/or
SaiToant Poppor's Lonely
Hearts Club Band

4) Name a song that is "mods)."

possible answers: Light My Piro;
Monday, Vonday;
Tighten Up;
Soulful Strut

5) Name a song, that uses the sitar

possible answers: Cry Like a beby

6) Nano n player of the sitar

111.1w

possible answers: Lavi Shankar;
Ooorge Harrison

7) Nemo a record album that used the roos Pynthosizer

possible answer: Switched on Bach
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0) Name throe different typos or ntylos of "rock"

a)
b)
c)

possible answers: Acid Rock; Hard Rock;
Psychedelic Rock;
Philosophy Rock;
Folk Rook; Jazz Rock;
Country Rock;

9) Name two fororunnors of "rock" and "soul"

a)

b)

possible answers: Fleck 'n' Poll;
Rhythm and Blues;
Gospel Singing;
Spirituals; Bluos;
Country and We s torn;
Uillbilly

10) Name a soup influenced by African musicIMMI-
rossiblo answers: Oh Lila DI, Oh lila Da;

Tho Click Song
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UNIT IX

CODECAPHONY,
1
SBRIAL TECHNIQUE and TOTAL CoNTHOL

ajectives

1. Children explain that a tone-row uses all tNelve
tones of the octave before repeating a tone.

2, Children state the other principles of twelve-
tone componitions.

3, Children recognize the sound of twelve -tuna music).

4, Children identify twelve -tune music from among
several different styles.

5. Children construct a tone -row with melody bells.

8, Children employ the concept of retrograde yawn
asked what could be done with the tone-row.

7, Children write r.nd notate the rows they construct.

8, Children explain that an invomicn is like a
mirror image and draw a picture of the concept.

or "twelve-tone technique" - in 1urope sometimes
oallsd "twelve -note technique"



Sumested Activities

1. Children EXPLORE the 12 -tone and rEhole-tone

scales on the PC3onator-bells and the piano.

See if the children can DISCOVER that:

THE 12-TONE AND MOLE-T) NE (or sixetone) SCALES
A1d MUCH EA371;3; '10 LEAL!: MAU A hE LAJOh AND

MINOD (or diatonic) SCALES

Write the above, on the chalkboard, after the

children have explored the 12-tone and whole-tone

scale's. If necessary, rritc the followine on the

board as a clue:

THE 12-TJHE OH ChROYATIC SCALE hLS 1-1:ELU E!..10AL
STiPS. EACH s'i'n)' IS A 31-Y1-1 ST U. BY LEFI M1 ON.
EACH Or THESE 12 HALF S 38 ALS..) CAILD h
MIWTh SECOND.

7N. Ds VaiOIE,,TONE SCALE LAS SIX WAL WAYS. EACH O)
MESE SIX STEPS 7S A SThP HY DSFINITION.
EACH OP MESE SIX Y,BOLI. STUS IS LLSO CAULD I
MAJOh SEMI).

If the concept is not yet sufficiently formed

for the zhildren to begin development of skills

with these scales, draw this dispram on the board;

THE CH=ATIC OR
T7ELVE-TOVE SCALE

5
4

3
2

1

12
11

10
A

7
6
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WHOLE tiuhE

Oh SIX-1v118 5
SCALE

4

1

2
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APPENDIC C: SAMPLE ANALYSES
AND TEACHING SThAnGIES

Ebony Concerto, for solo
clarinet find jazz band

Igor Stravinsky
(1882 -

1) Listen to idle first theme of Stravinsky's

Ebony Concerto, and then play it on a bongo.

Ebony Concerto: first movement, first theme,

2) Now sing it!

3) Now ,13,4n4 itIl - the wcy a 1935 jazz

musician would - using nonsense syllables krumn as

"scatting." e.g.,

4 1--1 k

0 00

scu-bee du, bee du, scu-bee
I l ,

dU"41e8 bee du

4) how try to make up new melodies, using

this rhythm (above) the wsy a jazz musician does, e.g.,



Sample Analysis

Dizzie Gillespie: Salt Peanuts

As an example of .the "rebop," "bebop"

or just plain "bop" style, listen to Salt

Peanuts by Dizzie Gillespie,

In this composition there are two words .

that are spoken, sung or intoned at the

end of most phrases ( or musical sentences ).

Those words aro "salt peanuts"; and thoy

are usually repeated twice in this rhythm:

(0%
5,, I ZI117-

Clap this rhythm; sing this rhythm.

Do the following: alternate stomping your foot

and clapping your hands like this:

4i eel:" r (I V`

$1, 1 Y -
I I. C

After you have stomped your foot and clapped

your hands twelve timas, sing the above "salt

peanuts rhythm."
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"Tong() of the icreipnti:; Daurhter"

from The Incredible Fluti st

by Waltr Piston

Draw uron the aildronis experience wit): the well-

Isnoval 121-.0.1,io Prom Ir2possible the

ular T.V. LoriefA

111Mt le:t%1

J-W05.4141t

recently pop-

or upon their knowledce of Dave Brnbock's Take Five:
.

Then listen to the "tow" from Piston's The

Incredible Flutist:

Ite..1114t 41.TtAAAlt

Who ever heard of A Lanco in 5 meter? Discuss
0

the usa of irregular meters in tventieth century music.

Compere this "tango" rith that Stravinsky's L'Histoire

du Soldat (The Sol 's Tale) .
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APPENDIX D: SAMPLE EVALULTION MATERIALS

Mutehinr,

Place
number
which

1.

the letter of the correct
on the left-hand side. There
are used more than Once,

The tone-row

Allas2 Barbaro

ansv;er after the
can be letters

a, Debussy

b. bortok2.

3. The whole-tone
scale

e. Schoenberg

4. Modality d. Stravinsky

5. Spreehstimme e. Prohofiev

G. nte of Spring f. Mussorgsky

7. Boris Godunoff g. Liadoff

B. Early hussisn h. berg

9,

Impressionist

Pierrot Lunnire
i. Schoenberg,

Berg and
Vebern

10. Afternoon of a
Faun j. Scale

11. Sevthisn Suite k. Scrisbin

12. German express-
ionists

-

13. Chords built on
fourths

14. Atonality

Anscers: 1 -c (i and d also accepted); 2-b; 3-a or f;
71:711-1rut ethond i; 5-c,h,and i; G-d; 7-f; 0-g or f;
9 -c; 10-a; 11-e: 12-i; 13-all but g; 14 -c,h, and i,
but All Aetters could be Accepted
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16,. 6 1 I

Fill-In pLiz

Impressionism, ExEressienism, and Darharlsm

IP a composition use modality, a wholotone scale, or

parallel 9th, 11th, and 16th chordE, wo way say the thQ___

selection is music or onO.. 00. ...so ,
example of

.0,46 m 1 11.4.

2. If a work anon sprechtitime (songsn000b) t is in Gerwan,

seems to be atonal, and BOOMS to relloct ntrongp deep

omotiOnn, we racy say the work is an example of

1 n. 4...as Ow. Imo". we.
in music.

3. If a piece seems very dynamic, rhythmic, or symbolic of

primitive feelings, it m!:ly be an

known as

ox(implo of the style

4. If a musical composition seems pointilistic like a

kaleidoscope, and in which each instrument only plays

one note at a time there is a cood chance that the

composii:ion was written by These lie,ht,

airy pieces are often called Musieal
w. w.. m..N. Is.r.

Because of the wide melodic skips we say that the melody

is highly
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